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B.E. IV Semester
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Choice Based Credit System (CBCS)
Building Planning and Architecture

Time : Three Hours
Maximum Marks : 60

Note: i) Attempt any five questions out of eight.
ii) All questions carry equal marks.

l. a) What do you mean by Roof? What are the different type
of roof explain them.

b) Broadly classify the different types of staircase uses in
daily life with a sketch.

c) What do you mean by arches? Illustrate the arches based
upon the number of centre with a neat diagram.

2. a) Write a short note on any three given below:
i) Mass
ii) Proportioning
iii) Contrast
iv) Planning standard for different purpose of land uses

b) Explain in brief by drawing the flow diagram on water
supply services and waste water disposal arrangement
in a residential building.

3. a) Classify the building according to code NBC
(SP:7-1983) ?

b) What do you mean by Principle of architectural
composition (unity)?

c) Describe about the seven key element of the unity.
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4. a) What are the general principle should look by an engineer
while planning for a building?

b) What are the requirements for the adopting a good
foundation for the building.

c) Illustrate the difference between Raft foundation and pile
foundation.

5. Write a short note on:
i) Lighting and ventilation of the room
ii) Building safety and security systems
iii) Elevator and its uses
iv) Plumbing system
v) Air conditioning system

6. a) What do you mean by Architecture? What are the factors
affecting architectural development?

b) Describe any three historic examples for the architectural
work.

c) Describe about the space in architecture (positive and
negative space).

7. a) Describe about the organising principle in architectural.
b) Describe the point to be incorporated with energy

efficient building.

8. a) What are the elements of perspective drawing involved in
simple problems/drawing?

b) What are the objectives and functions of residential
density guideline?

c) Describe about the planning standard for traffic works.
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